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Small Scale Renewable Generation Unlocking an Era of Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading and Internet of Energy

Dr. I A Gowaid and Dr. Ahmed Aboushady
Glasgow Caledonian University, 70 Cowcaddens Road, Glasgow, G4 0BA, United Kingdom
azmy.gowaid@gcu.ac.uk; ahmed.aboushady@gcu.ac.uk

Millions of people worldwide suffer from lack of reliable electric energy supply. Energy justice scholarship has noted that small scale decentralized renewable energy offers a unique opportunity to democratize local energy provision, increasing the access to and affordability of electricity for those who are currently on the margins of centralized energy provision systems. This, in turn, is believed to result in critical human development benefits at the local level.

There is a strong drive in the industrial and academic community toward the deregulation and decentralization of power systems to enable wider deployment of medium and small-scale renewable energy resources such as wind and solar systems. In a centralized power system, the flow of electric power is unidirectional from generators to consumers. In a decentralized system of distributed generators and consumers that are also able to produce energy (prosumers), power flow is no more unidirectional, and so are payments. To this end, peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trade concept aims to provide the business model and technical infrastructure enabling prosumers to trade their produced energy with one another in addition to (or instead of) trade with the utility. This eventually will realize a power grid structure based on the concept of Internet of Energy (IoE) where electric power becomes a commodity tradable in an open market. Implementation of this concept is made possible by the ongoing migration of traditional power grids from centralized systems to more decentralized networks so as to accommodate renewable and distributed energy resources (DERs) as well as Smart Grid infrastructure.

The generic P2P energy trading system can be represented as a four-layer architecture. The basic (physical) layer is the power grid layer followed by communications layer, a control layer, and business layer at the highest level. These interoperable layers control the whole P2P trading process whereas peers can be prosumers, electric vehicle (battery) owners, microgrids, or regions of the power system.

Much of the attention in the literature has been dedicated to developing appropriate structures of the communications and business layers in a bid to realize P2P trading without expensive alterations to the existing AC grid physical infrastructure. Therefore, researchers and innovators focus on developing platforms that run different forms of trading processes among peers taking in account grid security, economic incentives, and system operator requirements. Various criteria for peers to select who to trade with are possible, including ‘least power loss’, ‘highest reliability’ or ‘most environmental’.

As it is very hard to trace actual power flows in a power grid and reward prosumers for their energy production, energy market regulators normally issue Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) as an incentive for system operators to purchase renewable energy from DER owners. For instance, in the US each DER owner is issued 1 REC, which is tradable with utilities, for each 1MWh of energy produced (REC is named differently in different countries). Likewise, it is the common theme between the various P2P energy trade platforms whether in operation or under development to manage energy trade between peers and third parties by means of trading RECs, or equivalent tokens, efficiently and securely.

Some of such platforms utilize third party for transactions auditing, while the more advanced platforms are built on Blockchain technology to realize near-instant decentralized payment and auditing of transactions without the need for a third party.
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The Challenges and Risks Facing ICT in the Management and Operation of the Smart Grid
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Abstract - The Smart Grid integrates the traditional electrical power grid with information and communication technologies (ICT). Such integration empowers the electrical utilities providers and consumers and improves the efficiency and the availability of the power system while constantly monitoring, controlling and managing the demands of customers. Through the Smart Grid, the power system becomes smart by communicating, sensing, controlling and applying intelligence. It also keeps the environment free from pollution; minimizes the cost; and ensures effective operations against all types of hazards and danger. Smart Grid is a huge complex network composed of millions of devices and entities connected with each other through wireless communications techniques including Home Area Networks (HANs) and Wide Area Networks (WANs). Such a massive network comes with many security concerns and vulnerabilities. This paper highlights the complexity of the Smart Grid network and the challenges that exist in securing the smart power grid and the countermeasures and solutions applied for information and communication networks to secure Smart Power Grid. The paper concluded by overviewing the key functions and benefits of using the Smart Grid technology and how this affects human livelihood, economy and the environment.

Keywords - Smart Grid, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), Challenges and Risks, Security and Privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The basic concept of Smart Grid is to add monitoring, analysis, control, and communication capabilities to the national electrical delivery system to maximize the throughput of the system while reducing the energy consumption. The Smart Grid will allow utilities to move electricity around the system as efficiently and economically as possible. It will also allow the home owner and business to use electricity as economically as possible.

Recent advancement in communication and information technologies turned the way of operations in different fields such as healthcare, industries, transportation, environment, logistics, power grids, banking, etc…. and the Smart Grid can be considered one of the main applications of Internet of Things (IoT) Technology.

Smart Grid technologies have been used to distribute and upgrade electricity through two-way communications and pervasive computing capabilities for improving reliability, control, safety and efficiency. Smart Grid delivers electricity between consumers and suppliers and control digital appliances to save energy and increase efficiency, reliability and transparency. It provides protecting and automatic monitoring for interconnected elements. It covers generators via transmission network and distribution system for industries and home users with their thermostats and other intelligent appliances [1].

Smart Grids provide electricity demand from the centralized and distributed generation stations to the customers through transmission and distribution systems. The grid is operated, controlled and monitored using ICT. These technologies enable energy companies to seamlessly control the power demand, allow for an efficient and reliable power delivery at reduced cost and reduce transmission losses. These technologies recover fault automatically and reduce transmission lines. Smart Grid technologies are effective and beneficial for modern power systems in terms of technical solutions and economical point of view. They can integrate the renewable energy and distributed sources. The system is real time and two ways with theft detection capabilities. Various different technologies have been adopted by Smart Grid such as sensor networks, wireless mesh networks and intelligent and other interconnected technologies.

Basically, the Smart Grid concept is to provide grid observability, create controllability of assets, and enhance security and performance with cost-effective operations, maintenance and system planning. Through Smart Grid technology, the new grid is
expected to provide self-corrective, reconfiguration and restoration capabilities.

An intelligence Smart Grid system autonomously collects real-time data, analyzes them by using information about cyber security, computational intelligence, electricity generation, substations, distribution and consumer consumption, and provides secure, safe and reliable control. Data information from various terminals is electrically interconnected with a utility domain that is handled by the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system which has recently begun to spread in the world, especially in developed countries, as a practical model. Electrical information network protocol is a part of SCADA that helps in monitoring, controlling, configuration and troubleshooting the electric power networks. It can track disturbance in real time which means power grid should be responsive, awake and communicative with every node in the network [13].

Recently, the increasing demand for power transfers over long distance has emphasized the significance of stability in the power grid. Stability is referred to the ability of the grid to withstand disturbances through the nature of disturbance of interest. To address these challenges, power industries and government have been established to overcome and handle the issues with designing future grids. There are many challenges that hinder the efficiency of Smart Grid operation. Security remains one of the most important issues in Smart Grid systems given the danger and inconvenience residents and companies alike might encounter if the grid falls under attack. To understand the importance of exploring security and privacy issues in the Smart Grid which is one of the IoT applications, one must first take a look at the existing state of the IoT device deployments in the world. A study by Hewlett-Packard [2] on commercialized IoT deployments found that 80% of such devices violate privacy of personal information (e.g., name, date-of-birth, etc.), 80% failed to require passwords of sufficient complexity and length, 70% did not encrypt communications and 60% had security vulnerabilities in their user interfaces.

Three main security objectives must be incorporated in the Smart Grid system [3]: 1) availability of uninterrupted power supply according to user requirements, 2) confidentiality of user’s data, and 3) integrity of communicated information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief background about Smart Grid technologies. Section 3 discusses the key threats and challenges of Smart Grids. Section 4 explains the countermeasures and security solutions of Smart Grid. Section 5 provides a brief discussion of the key functions and benefits of the Smart Grid, and Section 6 summarizes the paper contributions.

II. SMART GRID TECHNOLOGIES

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) proposed a Smart Grid architecture composed of seven domains (bulk generation, transmission, distribution, customers, service providers, operations and markets) as shown in figure 1[4]. Each domain includes different Smart Grid actors. The Smart Grid infrastructure is divided into smart energy subsystem, information subsystem and communication subsystem. The Smart Grid can be viewed as having two main components; system component and network component.

1. System Components

The major system components in Smart Grid are Renewable Energy Resources, Distributed Energy Resources, Smart Meter, Electrical Household Appliances, Electric Utility Center for monitoring and controlling operation and Service Providers.

- Electrical Household Appliances are assumed to be able to communicate with smart meters via a HAN facilitating efficient power consumption management to all home devices.
- Renewable Energy Resources are solar, nuclear, coal and wind energy that supply home appliances with local generated electricity.
Smart Meter is a stand-alone embedded system. Each smart meter contains a micro controller that has a memory, analogue/digital ports, timers, real-time clock and serial communication facilities. Smart meters register the power consumption periodically and transmit it to the utility server, connect or disconnect a customer power supply and send out alarms in case of abnormality. Some smart meters are equipped with relays that can be interfaced directly with smart home appliances to control them; for example, turn off the air conditioner during peak periods. Furthermore, the smart meter can be used in demand side management.

Electric Utility Center interacts with smart meters to regulate power consumption. It also sends consumption related instructions to smart meters and collects sub-hourly power usage reports and emergency/error notifications using GSM/GPRS/3G/4G or WiMAX technology.

Service Providers establish contracts with users to provide electricity for individual devices. Service providers interact with internal devices via messages relayed by the smart meter. To establish such interaction, service providers should register with the electric utility and obtain digital certificates for their identities and public keys. The certificates are then used to facilitate secure communications with users.

2. Network Component

In general, Smart Grid communication technologies are divided into 5 main areas: sensing and measurement, advanced components, decision support and improved interfaces, standards and interacted communications [1]. Smart Grid distributes the electricity between traditional and distributed generation resources to the residential, industrial and commercial consumers.

Through communication infrastructure, the smart monitoring and metering approaches provide real-time energy consumption. Via communication infrastructure, the Smart Grid intelligent devices, dedicated software and control centers interact with each other. The role of communication infrastructure is crucial for effective Smart Grid operations. Smart Grid incorporates two types of communication: Wide Area Network (WAN) and Home Area Network (HAN). A HAN connects the in-house smart devices across the home with the smart meter. The HAN can communicate using ZigBee, Wi-Fi, wired or wireless Ethernet, or Bluetooth. On the other hand, a WAN is a bigger network coverage that connects the smart meters, service providers and electric utility. The WAN can communicate using WiMAX, GSM/GPRS/3G/4G and 5G (in the near future), or fiber optics and power line communication (PLC).

ZigBee, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, GSM, General packet radio services (GPRS), 3G, 4G and WiMAX are promising wireless and wired technology are currently used as integrated Smart Grid systems for communication management due to some distinctive advantages. For example, ZigBee WSNs are employed due to their low improved scalability, reliability and low cost [5]. Long Term Evolution (LTE), WiMAX and 4G are also among the new generation of wireless communication technologies with significant area of wider application in Smart Grid operational realizations. From the perspective of broadband communication system performance, LTE and 4G are more advantageous because of their bidirectional communications characteristic with wider network potential coverage suitable for widespread terminal access and remote control [6].

Technologies used for communication have a wide application field intensity according to the coverage range and data transmission rate. These technologies are shown in Table1. In order to find opportunities in real life applications of the designed model, a module must be determined for data transmission to be carried out smoothly in the Smart Grid.

The smart meter acts as a gateway between the in-house devices and the external parties to provide the needed information. The electric utility manages the power distribution within the Smart Grid, collects power usage from smart meters, and sends notifications to smart meters once required.
Table 1 Comparison between Different Communication Technologies [1, 3, 5, 6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Frequency Band</th>
<th>Data Rate</th>
<th>Coverage Range</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>900, 1800MHz (licensed)</td>
<td>Up to 14.4Kb/s</td>
<td>1–10km</td>
<td>Very low data rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPRS</td>
<td>900, 1800MHz (licensed)</td>
<td>Up to 170Kb/s</td>
<td>1–10km</td>
<td>Low data rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3G</td>
<td>1900, 2100MHz (licensed)</td>
<td>384Kb/s - 2Mb/s</td>
<td>1–10km</td>
<td>Costly spectrum fees, Latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4G</td>
<td>900, 1900, 2100, 2600MHz (licensed)</td>
<td>Up to 300Mb/s</td>
<td>Up to 5km</td>
<td>Costly spectrum fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WiMAX</td>
<td>2.5GHz, 3.5GHz, 5.8GHz</td>
<td>Up to 100Mb/s</td>
<td>10-50km (LOS)</td>
<td>Not widespread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1–5km (NLOS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>1–30 MHz</td>
<td>NB-PLC: 500 Kb/s</td>
<td></td>
<td>Noisy channel environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BB-PLC: 200 Mb/s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BB-PLC: 150 km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BB-PLC: 1.5 km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wi-Fi</td>
<td>Unlicensed frequency bands (2.4GHz and 5GHz)</td>
<td>Up to 150Mb/s</td>
<td>30–250m</td>
<td>High interference, Short range, High power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZigBee</td>
<td>868–915MHz, 2.4 GHz</td>
<td>250Kb/s</td>
<td>30–50m</td>
<td>Low data rates, Short range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The smart meter receives messages from devices within HAN and sends them to the appropriate service provider. Figure 2 illustrates the basic network architecture [3]. Note that while HANs are used in residential homes, Industrial Area Networks (IANs) and Business Area Networks (BANs) are used within industrial sites and business offices, respectively.

These technologies are designed to support Smart Grid applications in terms of controlling and monitoring operations as SCADA, Energy Management Systems (EMS), Distribution Management Systems (DMS), Enterprise Resource Planning Systems (ERPS), distribution feeder automation, generation plant automation, physical security, etc.

III. KEY THREATS AND CHALLENGES

Smart Grid is a mixture of different legacy systems paired with new technologies and architectural approaches, based on different standards and regulations that all need to be integrated into a
communication network to support the challenges of the future electricity network. To support this objective, the cyber security architecture for Smart Grid communications is presented on the basis of cyber security and architecture requirements, dependency on legacy installations, and the regulations and industry standards. The Smart Grid can offer enormous economic benefits, but it faces many challenges, some of which are briefly described below.

1. Identity Management

A Smart Grid has several intelligent devices that are involved in managing both the electricity supply and network demand. These intelligent devices may act as attack entry points into the network. Moreover, the massiveness of the Smart Grid network makes network monitoring and management extremely difficult.

Access control is related to identity management, mutual authentication is needed to ensure that both suppliers and consumers can be sure of the other party's identity. Identity verification is about linking identities to real world properties, e.g. the physical location of a sensor, or the full name and postal address of an object.

2. Objects safety and security

The Smart Grid consists of a very large number of perception objects that spread over large geographic area, it is necessary to prevent the intruder’s access to the objects that may cause physical damage to them or may change their operation. There are some limitations for the objects, for example [7]:

- Computational and energy constraint: Most of the time, Smart Grid devices are battery driven and devices that are using low-power CPUs have low clock rate. Therefore, computationally expensive cryptographic algorithms (that require fast computation) cannot be transferred directly to such low powered devices.

- Memory constraint: Smart Grid devices are built with limited RAM and Flash memory compared to the traditional digital system (e.g. PC, Laptop, etc.), and use Real Time Operating System or lightweight version of General-Purpose Operating System. They also run system software and proprietary services. Therefore, security schemes should be memory efficient. However, traditional security algorithms are not designed specifically considering the memory efficiency, because the traditional digital system uses sizeable RAM and hard drive. Those securities schemes might not get enough space in memory after booting up the operating system and system software. Therefore, conventional security algorithms cannot be used directly for securing devices.

- Tamper Attacks: Smart Grid devices might be deployed in the remote regions and are left unattended. An attacker might tamper with the Smart Grid devices by device capture. Later, they can extract the cryptographic secrets, modify programs, or replace them with malicious nodes. Tamper resistant packaging is one way to defend against these attacks [2].

3. Data confidentiality

Smart meters autonomously collect massive amounts of data and transport them to the utility company and service providers. These data include private consumer information that might be used to deduce consumer’s activities, devices being used and times when the home is vacant.

Data confidentiality refers to the prevention of data access by unauthorized persons or entities. Maintaining data availability involves ensuring that no person or entity could deny access to those authorized users and systems [14]. The sensor devices perform independent sensing or measurements and transfer data to the information processing unit over the transmission system. It is necessary that the sensor devices should have proper encryption mechanism to guarantee the data integrity at the information processing unit. The Smart Grid network determines who can see the data, thus, it is necessary to guard the data against external hackers.

4. Network security

The data from sensor devices is sent over wired or wireless transmission network. The transmission system should be able to handle data from a large number of sensor devices without causing any data loss due to network congestion, ensure proper security measures for the transmitted data and prevent them from external interference or monitoring [15]. There are some limitations for the security of the network, for example:
• Scalability: The number of Smart Grid devices is growing continuously and more devices are getting connected with the global information network. Current security schemes lack of the scalability property; therefore, such schemes are not suitable for Smart Grid devices.

• Diversity of devices: Diversity of the devices within the Smart Grid network ranges from the low-end RFID tags to full-fledged PCs. Therefore, it is hard to find a single security scheme that accommodates even the simplest of devices.

• Diversity of communication medium: Smart Grid devices connect to the local and public network via a wide range of wireless links. Therefore, it is difficult to find a comprehensive security protocol considering both the wireless and wired medium properties.

• Multi-Protocol Networking: Smart Grid devices might use a proprietary network protocol (e.g., non-IP protocol) for communication in proximal networks. At the same time, it might communicate with a Smart Grid service provider over the IP networking. These multi-protocol communication characteristics make traditional security schemes unsuitable for Smart Grid devices [2].

• Dynamic network topology: A Smart Grid device might join or leave a network at anytime from anywhere. The temporal and spatial device adding and exiting characteristic makes a network topology dynamic. Existing security model for the digital systems does not cope with these types of sudden network topological changes. Hence, such a model does not fit in with the smart device security.

5. Interoperability and Standardization

Many manufacturers provide devices using their own technologies and services that may not be accessible by others. The standardization of the Smart Grid network is very important to provide better interoperability for all objects and sensor devices and all components of Smart Grid. Using IP standards in Smart Grids offer a big advantage as they provide compatibility between the various components. However, devices using IP are inherently vulnerable to many IP-based network attacks such as IP spoofing, Tear Drop, Denial of Service (DoS), and others [7].

It can be envisaged that in a complex system such as Smart Grid, heterogeneous communication technologies are required to meet the diverse needs of the system. Therefore, the standardization of communications for Smart Grid means making interfaces, messages and work flows interoperable. Instead of focusing on or defining one particular technology, it is more important to achieve agreement on usage and interpretation of interfaces and messages that can seamlessly bridge different standards or technologies. In other words, one of the main aims of communication standardization for Smart Grids is ensuring interoperability between different system components rather than defining these components (meters, devices or protocols).

6. Deficiency of Policies and regulations

Some countries already build smart cities with Smart Grids but still they are not clear to set the policies, regulations, guidelines and standards. The implementation of Smart Grids is another challenge because of its complicated design, planning and maintenance and operations. Only well organization with professional staff government organization can perform these tasks effectively. Inefficient and unorganized communication between teams might cause a lot of bad decisions leading to much vulnerability [1].

To educate the customers about Smart Grid operations and other services is another challenge. Cyber security technologies are not enough to achieve secure operations without policies, regulation and training.

7. Network Availability

Smart Grid services must be available at all times and Remote access to grid devices should be monitored and controlled. Since Smart Grid uses IP protocol and TCP/IP stack, it becomes subject to DoS attacks and to the vulnerabilities inherent in the TCP/IP stack. DoS attacks might attempt to delay, block, or corrupt information transmission in order to make Smart Grid resources unavailable.

8. Efficiency and Scalability

Ensuring system availability is a high priority in critical systems like the Smart Grid which requires that several key issues be addressed. First, the system
must be efficient in its use of computation and communication resources so that resources do not get dominated and all requests can be handled. Second, the system must have adequate redundancy built into it so that, if sub-systems fail or are compromised, then the entire system does not collapse. Third, the system should support auxiliary security functions that may be deployed in the Smart Grid communication system to detect and to respond to cyber-attacks [8]. Fourth, the system must have good error management built in to ensure proper handling of failures (e.g., those resulting from bad messages).

9. Impact of Interference due to Transmission Lines on Wireless Medium

One of the concerns in using wireless communication along power lines is the interference from high-voltage transmission lines. Electromagnetic noise generated around high-voltage power lines is an undesirable disturbance, which can affect wireless data transmission. This noise can be observed as an additive signal to the original one, and it can interrupt, obstruct, degrade, or limit the performance of communication systems [9].

10. Limitations based on software

These limitations include for example:

- Dynamic security patch: Installing a dynamic security patch on the Smart Grid devices and mitigating the potential vulnerabilities is not a straightforward task. Remote reprogramming might not be possible for the Smart Grid devices, as the operating system or protocol stack might not have the ability of receiving and integrating new code or library.

- Embedded software constraint: Operating systems, which are embedded within the Smart Grid devices, have thin network protocol stacks and might lack enough security modules. Therefore, the security module designed for the protocol stack should be thin, but robust and fault tolerant.

11. Jamming and Access Restriction

A jamming attack is used to prevent meters from connecting with the utility company through stuffing the wireless media with noise. This can be implemented in two methods: continuous noise signal emission causing the channel to remain blocked; and noise signal emission only in response to the sensing of normal radio channel signals. Smart meters are affected in two corresponding ways: The channel can always be seen as engaged by carriers; and data packets are prevented from being received [10].

12. Frequency Spectrum scarcity

The Smart Grid devices require dedicated spectrum to transmit data over the wireless medium. Due to limited spectrum availability, an efficient dynamic cognitive spectrum allocation mechanism is required to allow millions of sensors to communicate over the wireless medium.

IV. COUNTERMEASURES AND SOLUTIONS

Security is a major challenge because the Smart Grid systems are controlled through the digital communications network, where important and private data are disseminated and stored. So, there is a need for a proper mechanism to ensure security and privacy in systems. The security and cyber securities are major challenges of recent Smart Grids systems.

Having overviewed the major challenges and vulnerabilities of Smart Grid, this section outlines some measures and solutions on cyber security for Smart Grid communications [3]:

1. Identity should be verified through strong authentication mechanisms

Organizations should implement an implicit deny policy such that access to the network is granted only through explicit access permissions. Moreover, each object/sensor needs to have a unique identity over the Internet. Thus, an efficient naming and identity management system is required that can dynamically assign and manage unique identity for such numerous objects.

2. Malware protection on both Embedded and General-purpose systems

Embedded systems are intended to only run software that is supplied by the manufacturer. The manufacturer is required to embed in its products a secure storage that contains keying material for software validation. Using a key, the system can validate any newly downloaded software prior to running. However,
general purpose systems are intended to support third party software. For this system, up-to-date and frequently updated antivirus software along with host-based intrusion prevention are required.

3. Network Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) and Network Intrusion Detection System (IDS) technologies should augment the host-based defence to protect the system from outside and inside attacks. It is important to guarantee the real time performance and continuous operation features in a Smart Grid communication system.

4. Vulnerability assessments

They must be performed at least annually to make sure that elements that interface with the perimeter are secure. In some instances, user actions can open potential system vulnerabilities. As such, awareness programs should be put in place to educate the network users about security best practices for using network tools and applications.

5. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

Devices must use PKI to secure communication. However, there are some constraints regarding cryptography and key management. Current devices do not have enough processing power and storage to perform advanced encryption and authentication techniques, communications in a Smart Grid system will be over different channels that have different bandwidths, and connectivity, where all devices, certificate authorities, and servers must be connected at all times.

6. Special design and operation of Smart Grid

Security must be part of the Smart Grid design. Otherwise, security of devices becomes vendor specific; the fact that might produce many vulnerabilities because of incompatibility issues. Moreover, third-party companies can help for managing communication and data security issues of data transfer if network communications become a burden to the utilities.

7. Robust Authentication Techniques for Smart Grid includes

- Authentication protocol: A robust authentication protocol is needed while communicating between Smart Grid parties. The protocol must operate in real-time abiding with some constraints such as minimum computational cost, minimum communication overhead, and robustness to attacks, especially DoS attacks.

- Devices must know the sources and destinations they communicate with: This is accomplished through mutual authentication techniques using Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Internet Protocol Security (IPsec). In addition, devices should support Virtual Private Network (VPN) architectures for secure communication.

8. Customer training

The government of any country must take the initiative for trainings and programs where customers will be taught about Smart Grids, its benefits and potentials. Print and electronic media are the main sources to educate customers and highlight the advantages and the benefits of using Smart Grid technologies.

9. Services resilient

With the very large numbers of sensors and actuators expected, it is inevitable that some fail, either through hardware faults, electrical noise or even mishandled upgrades. Services need to be designed to be resilient in the face of such failures. This needs to happen at multiple levels of abstraction. Resilience is also important for handling rapid changes in demand without overloading the platforms the services are running on. Resilience is also key to handling cyber-attacks. One approach to counter this is defense in depth with successive security zones for detecting intrusion and raising the alarm. Continuous monitoring can be combined with machine learning techniques for spotting unusual signs of behavior.

Cyber-attacks on Smart Grid devices are inevitable and the resilience of devices and networks must be carefully considered. Separation of valuable network assets may be the best way to protect them from attacks.

10. Privacy measures

Smart Grid should only collect the data needed from the huge amount of transferred data to achieve their goals and it is necessary to take proper privacy
measures and prevent unauthorized access. Some potential design principles are proposed to address privacy issues in the Smart Grid:

- An organization should ensure that information security and privacy policies and practices exist and are documented and followed. Audit functions should be present to monitor all data accesses and modifications.

- Organizations should ensure the data usage information is complete, accurate, and relevant for the purposes identified in the notice.

- Privacy policies should be made available to service recipients. These service recipients should be given the ability to challenge an organization’s compliance with their state privacy regulations and organizational privacy policies as well as their actual privacy practices.

- Only personal information that is required to fulfill the stated purpose should be collected from individuals. Treatment of the information should conform to these privacy principles.

- Personal information should be used only for the purposes for which it was collected and should not be disclosed to any other parties except for those identified in the notice, or with the explicit consent of the service recipient.

- Personal information in all forms, should be protected from unauthorized modification, copying, access, use, loss, theft, or disclosure and notice should be announced before collecting and sharing personal information and energy use data.

- Information should only be used or disclosed for the purpose for which it was collected and should only be disclosed to those parties authorized to receive it. Personal information should be aggregated or anonymized wherever possible to limit the potential for computer matching of records.

V. THE KEY FUNCTIONS AND BENEFITS OF THE SMART GRID

The Smart Grid has to operate in a highly efficient manner, with higher liability and enhanced power quality. This key feature offers a lot of advantages and future perspectives in the power energy domain. One of the main characteristics of Smart Grid is to keep a self-healing feature while relying on more renewable energy based generations systems such as solar and wind.

Customers will have better control and responsibility toward their power consumption. Due to its self-healing action, long outages will not occur. Smart Grids will be more efficient and economical than the existing power system because they will facilitate more renewable energy source integration. Figure 3 is an overview of Smart Grid key functions [11].

Monitoring and forecast of the supply-demand balance can be done in order to maintain the balance of supply and demand in energy production and consumption in the Smart Grid. Storing energy with photovoltaic cells and PV power units offers a wide range of opportunities in the network control in the provision of supply-demand balance in the micro-grid network [11].

The status of materials that are used in power generation and distribution of transmission is important for continuity of electrical energy. Also, energy can be used efficiently by coordinating production, transmission, distribution and storage.

![Fig.3 Key functions of Smart Grid](http://apc.aast.edu)
management. In case of the production of renewable energy more efficiently, the use of energy storage is an alternative idea. Giving priority to renewable energy sources will reduce carbon emissions (CO2). The balance of supply and demand in the network can be met by storing the energy while providing priority to renewable energy sources.

The grid will gain a dynamic structure by providing a controlled flow of power in distribution networks.

There are many benefits by using Smart Grid networks instead of traditional Grid, for examples:

- Reduce energy consumption costs by reducing energy consumption at peak time and to define the amount of energy that must be purchased based on real data and production plans.

- Reduce energy consumption by comparing energy consumption with production level: when a reduction in the production output is not matched by a corresponding reduction in energy usage, this must trigger energy managers to seek the waste source, and then take action to remove it [12].

- Improving the efficiency and the availability of the power system while constantly monitoring, controlling and managing the demands of customers.

- Improving maintenance management efficiency by identifying patterns in energy consumption and taking proactive maintenance considers when energy consumption goes consistently out of range.

- Improving the environmental effect and reputation of the factory by measuring and reducing the CO2 footprint of production processes.

- Continuous improvement of energy efficiency at the production level by decentralizing decision-making.

- Monitoring power quality in factories by monitoring energy in real-time and informing the energy provider about power fluctuations occurrences.

- Increasing energy-aware process design in both the short and the long term by integrating energy data into process design to reduce energy waste.

- Improving the economics of self-generated power by the efficient use of renewable energy; for example, using weather forecasting to build production schedules relying on energy that is expected to be generated and requiring energy for production [12].

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

Future research efforts involving ICT for Smart Grid management and control functions should focus on a number of critical issues. Since Smart Grid concept use distinct and advanced communication architectures, therefore issues regarding operational readiness, communication security, system responsiveness, management of increased number of communication nodes in the network, the routing protocols in communication networks for Smart Grid between in-home smart appliances, smart meter and the operator’s control center, ease of system deployment and extended network coverage should be given preference. Future research on sensor design and measurement in intelligent network architecture should focus more on a high degree of sensitivity, security and reliability that ensures higher information integrity at the consumer terminal, as well as reliable feedback for central control of the tool and management system. The achieving of these functions highly depend on innovations of new and advanced microelectronic technologies and control methods, improved energy conversion and storage systems and applications of integrated power electronics devices. Further studies are needed to enhance the security level of the grid including integrity and confidentiality of the transmitted data, and enhancing universal policies and regulations for secure communication technology. Finally, there is also need to improve the time required to perform speedy fault diagnosis which can basically be achieved by improvement in interfaces and decision support technologies.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Traditional power systems are moving towards digitally enabled Smart Grids which will enhance communications, improve efficiency, increase reliability and reduce the costs of electricity services. Smart Grid technology is a beneficial technology for power system stability, customer’s satisfaction, load distribution and all types of grid operations. The emergence of Smart Grid technologies will give favorable environment for future, better power
supply services. Clearly, securing the Smart Grid communication infrastructure will require the use of standards-based state-of-the-art security protocols.

The massiveness of the Smart Grid and the increased communication capabilities make it more prone to cyber-attacks. Since the Smart Grid is considered a critical infrastructure, vulnerabilities and challenges should be identified and sufficient measures and solutions must be implemented to reduce the risks to an acceptable secure level. This paper was used to identify interesting multiple issues of importance to Smart Grid cyber security. This paper also surveyed the challenges, threats and vulnerabilities in Smart Grid networks, and the solutions needed as countermeasures to these challenges. An observed trend was that many of the attacks were almost identical in their function, but they are simply applied to the grid in different ways.
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Abstract - This paper presents simulation and energy evaluation of a photovoltaic charging centre intended to supply the demand of 244,000 electric vehicles in Chile. According to the obtained results, the transportation system was feasible from the solar radiation, energy consumption, geographic zone, type of PV farm and other sources. Notably, the studied region has a solar potential to supply 10% of the total domestic cars existing in Santiago, providing a total energy of 253.723 GWh/yr. Furthermore, based on the study factors, the design of the system consists of approximately 428,590 PV modules and an average power generation of 31.89 W/hour for one single module. Finally, the configuration of a solar charging facility allows applying a new method of energy supply to electric cars that improves the environmental conditions of the city and encourages sustainable development in the transport sector.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the crucial issues addressed in the big cities is the number of petrol vehicles and the pollution produced. There are several reasons to continue improving the transportation system through electric cars that are considered as an alternative solution friendly to the environment. At the same time, electric cars allow the analysis of the potential of the system based on the solar resource of a geographic zone.

Overall, Chile has severe issues of air pollution, of which 30% is the result of the transport emissions [1]. Therefore, the implementation of innovative technologies of transport and the clean energy generation are crucial to help supply the demand of energy and decrease the levels of pollution in the city.

On the other hand, Chile has enormous potentials in solar energy and consequently in the development of electric vehicles. Currently, the Chilean government has used its solar potential to create sustainable initiatives, such as the “Electrolinera” project that involves the construction of 14 charging PV centres designated to solar cars [2].

II. METHODOLOGY

1. Estimating Energy Demand

There are eight procedures to obtain the energy data, as shown in Figure 1. Firstly, the route is selected on the smartphone by a route application (such as "Runtastic"), then it is applied driving in a diesel car in the streets in Santiago. After that, the application generated graphs of speed (km/hr) and altitude (m).

\[ E = \left( \mu \cdot m \cdot g \cdot \cos \theta + m \cdot g \cdot \sin \theta + \left( \frac{1}{4} \cdot C_d \cdot A \cdot \rho \cdot (V_f^2 + V_i^2) \right) \right) \cdot \Delta d + \frac{1}{2} \cdot m \cdot (V_f^2 - V_i^2) \]

Eq. 1: Energy consumption by the car [3].

Fig. 1 Flow diagram to obtain the energy demanded by the battery.
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Where, \(m\): mass of the car; \(A\): Is the frontal area of the car (2.754 m\(^2\) [3]); \(\mu\): is the traction efficiency of the surface (0.8 factor [4]); \(\rho\): is the density of air kg/m\(^3\) (1.225 kg/m\(^3\) [5]); \(C_d\): is the drag coefficient of the car (0.272 [3]); \(\theta\): is the slope angle; \(\Delta d\): Is the difference of distance; \(g\): is a gravitational constant equal 9.81 m/s\(^2\); \(V_f\): Final velocity; \(V_i\): Initial velocity. At the same time, the angle of the slope is calculated with the altitude data by Equation 2.

\[
\theta = \frac{(\tan^{-1}(\Delta distance)[m])}{\Delta altitude [m]}
\]

Eq .2: Angle of the slope in radians

At the same time, throughout the route, the energy consumption was variate by the regenerative and traction braking. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the energy consumption considering ranges of efficient of the vehicle. The function represented in Equation 3. Where \(\eta_{bc}\): is battery charging efficiency; \(\eta_d\): Discharging efficiency; \(\eta_c\): Charging efficiency, \(E_t\): Energy of traction and \(E_{reg}\): Energy of regeneration. In this case, it was considered a discharging factor of 0.85 [3], charging factor of 0.7 [3] and a battery charging efficiency of 95% [3]

\[
Energy = \left(\frac{1}{\eta_{bc}}\right)\left(\frac{1}{\eta_d}\right)E_t - \eta_c * E_{reg}
\]

Eq .3: Total trip energy calculation [3]

Once obtained the value of energy battery (considering regenerative and traction efficiencies), it is necessary continuing with the calculation of average distance and energy consumed, as shown in Figure 2. At the same way, determining the number of electric vehicles is essential, which represents 10% of the domestic cars existing in the city.

\[
E_{total} = D * n * E_{avg}
\]

Eq .4: Total energy demand [6]

2. Calculation of Temperature and Irradiation

The calculation method performed for the output power of the PV module detailed in Figure 3. Those involve obtaining the data of temperature and solar source. Furthermore, it is necessary to consider PV modelling aspects, such as cell temperature and its efficiency.

\[
GHI = DifHI + DHI
\]

Eq .5: Calculation of diffuse radiation [8]

Specifically, GHI is the global horizontal irradiation W/m\(^2\), and DHI is the direct horizontal irradiation [W/m\(^2\)]. With the difference of both Irradiations, the diffuse radiation W/m\(^2\) is obtained. Once collecting
all the radiations, it was possible to calculate the slope irradiation by Excel program Calc 04-08 (Muneer). After this step, the cell temperature is measured, considering the ambient temperature hourly, slope irradiation and other factors shown in Equation 6.

\[ T_c = T_a + \left( \frac{G_{\text{slope}}}{G_{\text{noct}}} \right) (T_c, \text{noct} - T_a, \text{noct}) \left( 1 - \left( \frac{\eta_{\text{stc}}}{T_a} \right) \right) \]

Eq. 6: Calculation of cell temperature [9]

Where, \( G_{\text{slope}} \): Global slope irradiation; \( G_{\text{noct}} \): 800 W/m2; \( T_c, \text{noct} \): Cell temperature at NOCT; \( T_a, \text{noct} \): Air temperatures NOCT; \( \eta_{\text{stc}} \): Cell efficiency at SCT; \( T_a \): Absorptivity of the module and \( T_a \): Ambient temperature.

By Equation 7 is possible to calculate the PV cell efficiency under determinants of temperature fluctuations, efficiency at standard test conditions (\( \eta_{\text{stc}} \)), Cell temperature \( (T_c) \), Cell temperature under standard test conditions \( (T_c, \text{stc}) \) and temperature coefficient value \( (\alpha_p) \) [9].

\[ \eta_{\text{cell}} = \eta_{\text{stc}} [1 + \alpha_p (T_c - T_c, \text{stc})] \]

Eq. 7: Calculation of cell efficiency [9]

The last estimation is the electrical output power represented in Formula 8, whose factors are \( \eta_{\text{mod}} \): Electrical efficiency under standard test conditions, \( A \): Surface area of PV panel, \( G_{\text{tilt}} \): consists on slope irradiation, and finally, \( T_c \): Cell temperature calculated in the step before.

\[ P = \eta_{\text{mod}} \times A \times G_{\text{tilt}} [1 - 0.0045 \times T_c - 298.15] \]

Eq. 8: Calculation of output performance [10]

III. RESULTS

1. Unit Demand

Firstly, the data collected in the route chosen were a total of 5.7 km of distance and at a time of 13 minutes and 20 seconds. According to the results, the speed was relative during the driven route with ranges between 0.5 and 16 m/s, and the average velocity was of 7.62 m/s.

Figure 4 indicates the different road gradients which variation is between the values 0 to over 400m. Seeing the definition of altitude in the graph, it can be assumed that the route was ascending most of the time. With this database, it was possible to calculate the angle of the gradient (rad) to obtain energy consumption finally. Besides, the illustration shows the performance of energy consumed on the route. Some of these values are negative due to the retrieved energy which was generated by regenerative braking, and the positive values represent the energy consumed, which involves traction efficiency. The average energy consumption of the trip was of 961.06 Wh.

![Fig. 4 Altitude of the route and energy consumed by the battery.](image)

2. National Demand

The total energy consumed per year was 253.7 GWh, considering supplying 244,000 electric cars per year. The details of the performance result can be seen in Table 1.
3. Calculation of Temperature and Solar Source

The hourly temperature data were obtained by solar explorer [7] considering coordinate of latitude -33.5 and longitude -70.7. The days measured by solar explorer were between the dates 1\textsuperscript{st} Jan 2016 and 26\textsuperscript{th} Dec 2016. However, only the data that belong to the 12\textsuperscript{th} day of each month will be considered.

Figure 5 shows the elevated difference between the maximum and minimum temperature during the year, which was around 18 °C in the spring season. A similar procedure was applied to get the hourly irradiations, obtained by the solar explorer [7]. As described in Figure 5 the best radiation performance is in the summer season (between November and February) with over 300 W/m\textsuperscript{2} of global irradiation. In the rest of the months, steady rises and drops exist.

On the other hand, the hourly global irradiation result showed that the maximum average of radiation is between 12 and 16 hours with over 500 W/m\textsuperscript{2}. Figure 6 describes the minimum performance, which is during morning and evenings when the global radiation declines dramatically. Additionally, it represents the output power of a single PV module, whose peak is at 17 hours with more than 80W.

### Table 1. Summary of Total Energy Demanded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average distance km</th>
<th>Average energy consumed Wh</th>
<th>E total demand GWh</th>
<th>E total demanded GWh/yr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.964</td>
<td>961.06</td>
<td>0.6951</td>
<td>253.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 Average hourly corresponding to the global horizontal irradiation (W/m\textsuperscript{2}) and the difference between the maximum and minimum ambient temperature (W/m\textsuperscript{2}) for the entire year.

Fig. 6 Annual average of GHI per hour (W/m\textsuperscript{2}) and average of PV output power (W).

Fig. 7 Comparison between cell temperature and panel efficiency.
4. Calculation of Cell Temperature

After obtaining the temperature and irradiation per hour, the cell temperature was calculated considering the values Gslope calculated previously; Gnoct: 800 W/m² [9]; Tc of 47 °C [11]; Ta, noct of 25 °C [11]; n stc of 15.2% [11]; Tα of 0.8 [11] and Ta, calculated earlier. Figure 8 describes the relationship between ambient temperature and cell temperature per hour.

The following result was the calculation of cell efficiency of the PV panel, and it was reached by Formula 7, which involved factors of n stc of 15.20%; Tc, stc of 25 °C; ap of 0.40%/°C and Tc calculated in the step before. Figure 7 demonstrates the relationship between cell temperature and panel efficiency.

![Figure 8: Comparison between cell temperature and ambient temperature.](image)

5. Determination of the PV System

A. PV modules quantity

Firstly, it was necessary to estimate the energy produced by one PV module, through Formula 9. The Equation involves factors of PV surface area (2.6 m² [11]), the efficiency of the system (15.20% [11]) and tilted global irradiance (7.92 kWh/m²).

\[ E_{\text{module}} = A_m \cap \text{sys} \times I_{\text{tilt}} \]

Eq. 9: Energy of PV module [3].

Where \( A_m \) represents the useful PV area; \( \cap \text{sys} \) is the efficiency of the system and \( I_{\text{tilt}} \) is the tilted global irradiance calculated previously. The next step is to calculate the number of PV modules necessary to supply the total consumption, which is obtained by Equation 10.

\[ X_{\text{min}} = \frac{E_{\text{total \ consumption}}}{E_{\text{module}}} \]

Eq. 10: Number of PV modules.

As a result, Table 2 shows a summary of the number of PV modules required. The function involves the total energy consumption per year whose value was 253,723,041.351 kWh/year and the energy produced by one PV module was 591.99 kWh/yr., obtaining 428,590.713 modules overall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E module/year kWh</th>
<th>Total consumption kWh/year</th>
<th>Number PV Module</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>591.99</td>
<td>253,723,041.351</td>
<td>428,590.713</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Calculation of array size

Besides, it was necessary to measure the maximum open circuit voltage of the module as shown in Equation 11. The factors are the \( V_{\text{oc}} \) that is open circuit voltage; \( T_{\text{dcu, mod}} \) that represents the temperature voltage coefficient (0.4 [11]) and \( \Delta T_{\text{low}} (-13.1 °C) \) which is the difference between the ambient temperature (7.5 °C) and Tc, stc (25°C [11]). As a result, the maximum voltage in the open circuit is 55.45V.

\[ V_{dc \ max \ mod} = V_{oc} \times \left( 1 + (T_{dcu \ mod} \times \frac{\Delta T_{low}}{100}) \right) \]

Eq. 11: Maximum voltage in open circuit [12].
At the same way, the minimum voltage in an open circuit can be calculated by Formula 12. Where, $V_{mp}$ is the maximum power of the PV module (49.25V); $T_{dc}$ mod is temperature voltage coefficient (0.4) and $\Delta T_{max}$ (3.5°C) represents the difference between the $T_{max}$, mod and $T$ set. The minimum voltage open circuit is 49.94V.

$$V_{dc \ min \ mod} = V_{mp} \times \left(1 + \left(T_{dc \ mod} \times \frac{\Delta T_{max}}{100}\right)\right)$$

Eq. 12: Voltage minimum in open circuit [12].

Analogously, the maximum current of PV module was calculated by Equation 13, which involves the short-circuit current ($I_{sc}$ of 7.92A [11]); current temperature ($T_{dc}$, mod of 0.05 [11]) and the difference between the maximum module temperature and STC temperature, represented by $\Delta T_{max}$ (3.5°C). The $I_{max}$ open obtained was of 7.93A.

$$I_{dc \ max \ str} = I_{sc} \times \left(1 + \left(T_{dc \ mod} \times \frac{\Delta T_{max}}{100}\right)\right)$$

Eq. 13: Maximum current of PV module. [12].

Then the minimum number of strings was calculated through Equation 14, whose factors are: maximum power generated ($P_{dc gen}$); the maximum power of the module ($P_{max \ mod}$) and the number of strings per module ($\cap \ mod \ str$). The calculation considered a $P_{max}$ of 54400W; $P_{max \ mod}$ of 13. 9W and $n_{mod}$ of 18 modules, obtaining a minimum number of strings of 217.

$$\cap \ min \ str = \frac{P_{dc \ gen}}{P_{max \ mod} \times n_{mod \ str}}$$

Eq. 14: Minimum number of strings [12].

Finally, the total number of inverters was obtained by Equation 15, which includes the number of PV modules ($\cap \ mod$ of 3905.2) and the total number of strings ($\cap \ array$ of 428,591). In this case, the total of inverters was 110.

$$\cap \ inv = \frac{\cap \ mod}{\cap \ array}$$

Eq. 15: Total number of inverters [12].

C. Designing the PV facilities

The PV charging zone proposed in Santiago was located mainly in the western region of the city. The solar facilities placed around 2km of distance from the route done. The place has plenty of areas available and no risk of obstruction of radiation. The availability of solar PV installation is 1,008,000m².

Around 60% of the mentioned area belongs to the PV facilities (576998.7437m² of a useful area), and another 20% of the surface is left unoccupied to allow the maintenance between PV panels, which is 201,600m². Furthermore, the PV modules installed will have a 45° inclination and orientated towards the north. According to the previous calculation, each charging station will have 18 rows and 57 columns. Also, the arrangement of 217 strings connected in parallel with 18 modules connected in series is considered. At the same time, one inverter manages 57 PV panels of one total of 428,591 PV modules.

IV. CONCLUSION

According to the transport and environmental plans of the Chilean government, the pollution problem is expected to be resolved. One alternative is by the promotion of solar charging facilities of electric cars, providing electricity for 10% of the national car fleet in Santiago. Specifically, the study demonstrated the following findings.

- The energy consumption has a direct relationship with the type route (altitude) and the speed. That is because in some parts of the road the cars needed acceleration and in other deacceleration, causing more demand for energy consumption in the point of high altitude than others. At the same time, this produced an effect of regenerative braking and traction efficiency, which means negative and positive values of energy consumption.

- Overall, the solar analysis demonstrated that temperature and irradiation have a direct relationship. The maximum level of radiations is the summer season with maximum average values of global radiation of 340 W/m². Showing enough potential to supply the PV system.

- On the other hand, the results showed that throughout the day the solar module increases its temperature considerably, around 13% more than ambient temperature, between hours 15 and 16.

- At the same time, the cell efficiency was decreased by approximately 4% when the cell module got the maximum value of temperature. This period was
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between October and November. However, global competence represents an excellent performance for the system.

- The best power performance of the PV module was between hours 18 and 19 (over 80W), increasing the output power by 27%.

- To supply the energy required is necessary to count for the excellent PV facilities. In this case, the installation of 428,590.713 photovoltaic modules and the integration of 20% of the area in the solar facilities, whose objective is maintenance of work and reduction the possibilities of obstruction in solar radiation are a must.
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Abstract - Water desalination processes require power converters with large voltage step-down ratios and high efficiencies. Coupled inductor (tapped-inductor) circuits can achieve this where the whole inductor carries current during one switch state but only part of the inductor carries current during the second switch state. The switch state change results in excessive switch voltages due to coupling leakage. To protect the switching device, a novel voltage clamp is presented which improves the overall efficiency of the switching circuit and recovers otherwise wasted energy. It requires no closed-loop control. For higher power levels, an asymmetric half-bridge coupled-inductor buck converter circuit, which offers switch protection without a snubber, is presented. The circuit is shown to offer reduced switching losses despite having two switching components in the high-voltage forward conduction path.

Keywords - asymmetrical half-bridge coupled-inductor buck converter, buck converter, coupled-inductor buck converter, reversible buck converter, tapped-inductor buck converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various methods, such as reverse osmosis, and multi-stage flash distillation, are used for water desalination. This research focuses on capacitive deionization (CDI) water desalination. The method requires a voltage less than 1.5V [1]: the Nernst voltage of water. For a saline solution of 2000 parts per million, CDI uses 66% less energy than reverse osmosis, which is the next best alternative method [2]. CDI requires the charging and discharging of a capacitor-like cell. This research investigates circuits that can achieve bidirectional current flow and a low-voltage output.

This low-voltage would typically be derived from a conventional domestic or industrial rectified AC supply. The coupled-inductor buck converter has been proposed as a circuit that can achieve the large step-down ratios desired: typically, in the range of 600:1. Circuits with large step-down ratios require protection on the main switch due to the leakage energy associated with the coupled inductor. Two such variants of the coupled-inductor buck converter with switch protection are presented. In this research, the merits of a half-bridge circuit with two switches rated for full current, and a single-ended circuit requiring only one switch rated for the full primary current, but requiring a voltage clamp circuit to protect the primary switching device against a potential over-voltage while allowing the voltage to rise highly enough to enable efficient transfer of the stored energy to the secondary winding, are compared.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 3 documents derivation of the voltage transfer ratio of the coupled inductor circuit and shows why it is suitable for large voltage step-down ratios such as required in desalination. The new asymmetric half-bridge coupled-inductor buck converter is introduced in Section 4. Section 5 describes the single-ended magnetically-coupled converter, and introduces a voltage clamp with energy recovery to manage the leakage energy. Test results at a range of clamp voltages are presented. Section 6 compares the test results for the new asymmetric half-bridge with those for the voltage-clamped single-ended converter. Finally, the results are discussed in relation to the desalination process.

II. COUPLED-INDUCTOR BUCK CONVERTER

Power converters for water desalination processes can require step-down ratios in the order of 600:1. This arises where the input voltage is derived from a rectified three-phase supply at typically 600V, and a voltage of less than 1.5V is required to electrolyze a solution of impure water.

The coupled-inductor converter, Fig. 1, is a version of the buck converter which has a split or tapped inductor. In one circuit switching state, the whole inductor conducts the current. In the second circuit switching state, only part of the inductor conducts.
The input voltage $V_{in}$ is converted to a significantly lower output voltage $V_{out}$. When the main single switch Q1 is turned on, current flows through the load $R_1$ and the series-connected coupled inductor $L_1$ with $N_1$ primary turns and $N_2$ secondary turns. During this time the flux in the core of the coupled-inductor increases as does the energy stored. Unlike the flyback converter [4], the coupled-inductor circuit's energy is provided to the load $R_1$ during the on-time of Q1. The energy stored is the combined energy storage of the coupled inductors $L_1$ and $L_2$. When switch Q1 is turned off, all the stored energy becomes associated with the inductor $L_2$ with turns $N_2$. The current in $L_2$ and therefore the load current (via diode D1) decrease. The stored energy decreases whilst energy is delivered to the load.

$L_1$ and $L_2$ will never be 100% coupled and energy associated with the leakage inductance between these windings must be managed correctly when Q1 turns off. In single-switch converters such as those shown in Fig. 1 the energy associated with the leakage inductance causes the voltage across the primary side switching device Q1 to increase when it is turned off.

In the coupled inductor, the voltage across $L_1$ has to reverse and exceed the referred voltage of the secondary before energy can start to transfer to the secondary winding. In the single-ended converter the voltage across the primary switching device increases to a level in excess of the DC supply voltage. Due to the leakage inductance the voltage across Q1 has to rise further to absorb the additional energy stored in the leakage inductance which is not transferred to the secondary.

In the coupled-inductor buck circuit in Fig. 1 can be analyzed similarly to the standard buck converter circuit.

When the main switch Q1 conducts with duty ratio, $\delta$:

$$V_{in} - V_{out} = \frac{L_{total}}{\delta T_s} (I_{1,max} - I_{1,min}) \tag{1}$$

When the main switch Q1 turns off:

$$V_{out} = \frac{L_2}{(1-\delta) T_s} (I_{2,max} - I_{2,min}) \tag{2}$$

The secondary inductance with $N_2$ turns can be expressed as a fraction of the total inductance ($L_{total}=L_1+L_2$):

$$L_2 = \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1+N_2} \right)^2 L_{total} \tag{3}$$

The MMF in the inductor must be continuous in either side of the switching boundary. Therefore:
\[(N_1 + N_2)I_{\text{max}} = N_2 I_{2\text{max}} \quad (4)\]

Using (3) and (4) the output voltage can be expressed as:

\[V_{\text{out}} = \frac{\left(\frac{N_1 + N_2}{N_2}\right)^2 I_{\text{total}}}{(1-\delta)T_s} \times \frac{N_1 + N_2}{N_2} (I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}})\]

\[
= \frac{N_2}{N_1 + N_2} I_{\text{total}} (I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}}) \quad (5)
\]

Combining (1) and (5), and eliminating currents and period \(T_s\):

\[
\frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}} = \frac{\delta N_2}{N_1 (1-\delta) N_1} \quad (6)
\]

The voltage transfer function of the coupled-inductor buck converter therefore has the benefit of the inductor turns ratio in addition to the duty ratio \(\delta\) of the main switch Q1 to achieve large step-down voltage ratios (c.f. similar to AC autotransformer action).

IV. ASYMMETRIC HALF-BRIDGE COUPLED-INDUCTOR CONVERTER

The converter shown in Fig. 2 is the asymmetric half-bridge version of the circuit shown in Fig 1(b). Two switches; Q1 and Q2, are used to apply the input voltage to the coupled inductor and output circuit. When Q1 and Q2 turn off, the current transfers into clamping diodes D1 and D2. This effectively changes the potential difference across the coupled inductor from \(V_{\text{in}}\) to \(-V_{\text{in}}\) which creates an effective voltage swing of \(2V_{\text{in}}\). Thus, the current transfer time is quicker than for the conventional coupled-inductor buck converter in Fig. 1(b). The current in primary winding L1 is forced to zero and the secondary current can flow in the synchronous rectifier Q3. Both switches Q1 and Q2 are protected from the effects of leakage inductance by their associated diodes, D1 and D2, which clamp them to \(V_{\text{in}}\) for Q1 and GND for Q2.

A coupled-inductor circuit driven by an asymmetric half-bridge uses the supply protect the main switching devices from over-voltage. Although the clamping circuit uses two switches and two diodes, the devices are all rated close to the input supply voltage. The additional switch is added just as in the two switch flyback converter [5], [6].

In full-bridge or asymmetric half-bridge converters, the leakage energy is recirculated to the DC supply of the primary winding and the voltage across the switching devices is clamped to the DC supply voltage. However, two switching devices are required and there are therefore two device voltage drops in series in the primary current path.

1. Simulation of the Asymmetric Half-bridge

Fig. 3. shows simulation results for the asymmetric half-bridge coupled-inductor circuit in Fig. 2, where \(V_{\text{in}}=200V\), \(\delta=16\%\), \(N_1:N_2=10:1\), \(R_1=4m\Omega\) and \(C_1=6.8mF\).

Fig.3 Simulated switching waveforms of the asymmetrical half bridge coupled-inductor buck converter.

V. SINGLE-ENDED CONVERTER WITH VOLTAGE CLAMP CIRCUIT

A second voltage clamp circuit, Fig. 4, is proposed to protect the main switch Q1 in Fig. 1 and provide a path to manage the energy associated with the leakage flux between L1 and L2. When the main switch Q1 is turned off, the current in the primary and secondary windings of the coupled inductor flows in diode D1, charging capacitor C2. At the same time, the
synchronous MOSFET Q3 turns on providing a lower voltage freewheel path for the current in L2. The circuit in Fig. 4 is similar to that in a previously proposed design [7], but in Fig. 4 C2 is referenced to the supply voltage which almost halves the required capacitor voltage rating. The voltage across C2 must be high enough to force the primary current to zero. At the end of the switching transition the current $I_{2\text{max}}$ in L2 is given by (4). The time, $t_{tr}$, taken for the transfer of energy from the primary $N_1$ turns to the secondary $N_2$ turns is given by:

$$t_{tr} = \frac{L_{\text{leakage}} I_{1\text{max}}}{V_{C2} \frac{N_1}{N_2} V_{\text{out}}} \quad (7)$$

In order for the energy to transfer from the primary L1 to the secondary L2, the voltage across C2 must be greater than the referred secondary voltage. A higher voltage across C2 leads to a shorter transfer time and reduces losses in the conductors of inductors L1 and L2. A higher voltage leads to higher switching losses in the main switch. There may therefore be an optimum value for the voltage across capacitor C2 which minimizes the losses on the primary side. This will be investigated in Section 6.

Voltage VC2 across C2 is controlled by the energy recovery switch Q2 in Fig. 4. Q2 provides a path to transfer capacitor energy to the input supply via inductor L3. An advantage of the voltage clamp is that it only activates at the controlled voltage level ($V_{in}+V_{C2}$) to protect the switching devices, and at that level, recycles excess energy back to supply Vin.

An advantage of using a clamp is that current only flows into the clamp when its threshold voltage is exceeded. This contrasts with an RC snubber [8], [9] which draws current under all operating conditions, and therefore reduces circuit efficiency. Additionally, a key benefit of the voltage clamp circuit is that the voltage across switch Q1 will not rise above the designed clamp voltage regardless of the load, thus ensuring the device is always safe from over-voltage. The voltage clamp is set at a voltage which is appropriate for the switch rating.

The voltage clamp circuit maintains a constant clamp voltage regardless of load, provided the energy recovery circuit is in continuous conduction. However, the clamp voltage will drop at lower loads when the energy recovery circuit enters discontinuous conduction.

1. Simulation of the Asymmetric Half-bridge

Fig. 5 shows typical simulation results for the coupled-inductor circuit with voltage clamp, shown in Fig. 4, where $V_{in}=200V$, $\delta_{Q1}=16\%$, $\delta_{Q2}=13\%$, $N_2:N_1=10:1$, $R_1=4m\Omega$, $C_1=6.8mF$, $C_2=470\mu F$ and $L_3=163\mu H$.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The main objective of the experimental study is to demonstrate that the practical circuits can achieve a high voltage step down in a single stage. At the present stage of development, the experimental setup allows for a step-down ratio of 100:1. Initial tests targeting an output voltage of 1.5V, requiring a duty cycle of 10%, were conducted successfully. Waveforms for these tests are not presented here, but power loss data was gathered. In addition to high-voltage step-down, high-power throughput is also desirable. The circuit was then configured to operate at a maximum power throughput given the limitations of the experimental prototype. Under these operating
conditions, where the duty cycle is 16%, output voltage is 2.6V and power throughput is 300W. Experimental results are presented for these operating conditions. Power loss data was also gathered.

Both circuits shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 were experimentally assessed to evaluate switching losses and conduction losses with the same input voltage, duty cycle, and coupled inductor turns ratio. The input voltage was 150V and the coupled inductor turns ratio was 10:1.

The switches were controlled via a board-mounted microcontroller to ensure minimal noise on the gates of the devices. The same PCB output stage consisting of C1, R1, Q3 and the coupled inductor L1 and L2 were used for both circuits to ensure a valid comparison between both circuits. The experimental components are detailed in Table 1.

### Table 1. Component for Experimental Hardware, used for Both the Asymmetric Half-bridge and Single-ended Converter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>MOS Power Transistor</td>
<td>IPB100N</td>
<td>30V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1,2</td>
<td>Power MOSFET</td>
<td>IGW15N120H3</td>
<td>1700V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1,2</td>
<td>TO-247 Diode</td>
<td>VS-40EPS12-M3</td>
<td>1200V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Iron Powder Inductor</td>
<td>T520-52 core (10:1 turns ratio)</td>
<td>60.8mΩ</td>
<td>497µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Iron Powder Inductor</td>
<td>Shared core with L1</td>
<td>2.6mΩ</td>
<td>4.7µH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental design and coupled inductor construction are also shown in Table 1. The PCB shown on the left was used for both the buck clamp snubber and later the asymmetric half bridge to ensure a fair comparison. The coupled inductor construction consisted of the primary being wound on the toroidal core with 120 turns and then two secondaries in parallel each of 12 turns wound on top of the primary turns. An additional layer of insulation was added to ensure isolation. The main design consideration of the coupled inductor is to minimise leakage inductance and maximize coupling.

As such the inductor terminations are kept as short as possible and the secondary turns are spread out to encompass as much of the core as possible.

1. Simulation of the Asymmetric Half-bridge

The asymmetric half-bridge with an input voltage of 150V gives a change of 300V (or $2V_{in}$) across the coupled inductor during the switching transition of the main switch Q1. To enable a comparison, the single-ended converter also requires 300V across the coupled inductor and so is controlled to have a clamp voltage of 300V, i.e. $V_{C2}=150V$. The conduction losses in the diodes are ignored as they only conduct for a very short period. The switching losses in the diodes are zero due to the fact the diode current falls to zero before the switch turns back on and a voltage is applied across the diode.

Fig. 6 presents results from the practical circuit configured and controlled to give an output voltage of 2.6V. From Fig. 6, it can be seen that as Q1 turns off its voltage rises from zero to 150V whilst the diode voltage simultaneously falls from 150V to zero and begins conducting. The voltage across the coupled inductor is the difference between the voltages across diode D2 and switch Q1. This demonstrates the 300V potential that is created across the coupled inductor in the transition period. The switch current (top trace) shows that when the switch Q1 is on all of the primary current flows through Q1. It can be assumed that Q2 conducts the same current. When switch Q1 turns off, the primary current does not fall to zero instantaneously but finds a current path through D1 and falls to zero over time. The experimental results shown are seen to follow closely those simulated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 7 shows the detailed view of the turn-off waveform of Q1. This can be used to calculate the switching losses of switches Q1 and Q2. The switching losses are the product of the voltage across the switch multiplied by the current through it.

Table 2 presents loss information for the asymmetric half-bridge coupled-inductor buck converter operated with output voltages of 1.5 V (δ=10%) and 2.6 V (δ=16). The results show that efficiency increases with power. This is due to the switching losses increasing by a smaller proportion than the increase in power. The secondary conduction loss increases approximately linearly with power and the primary loss increases fourfold.

2. Single-Ended Converter

In comparison with a passive snubber, such as RC snubber, the voltage clamp proposed in Section 5 and illustrated in Fig. 4 offers switch protection and improved efficiency in a single-ended coupled-inductor converter. The voltage clamp can be controlled using the duty cycle of switch Q2 to determine the voltage of the clamp depending on the switch rating and application. The clamp circuit was tested at different voltages to assess its effect on performance and efficiency of the coupled-inductor buck converter. Readings were taken for clamp voltage varying between 250 V and 385 V.

A. Waveforms

Fig. 8(a) shows the waveforms for the coupled-inductor buck converter at a clamp voltage of 250 V, and Fig. 8(b) shows the same plots but for a clamp voltage of 385 V. By increasing the clamp voltage from 250 V to 385 V, achieved by varying the duty cycle of the clamp switch Q2, the rise time of the current in the secondary decreases 5.6 µs to 2 µs. Thus the circuit has the design value of output current flowing in the output R1 for a larger percentage of the switching cycle. In each case the voltage across Q1 is clamped to the chosen clamp voltage and the switch is protected from over-voltage. During this period current flows into the clamp circuit. The experimental plots in Fig. 8(b) also confirm the simulation results in Fig. 4.
B. Data analysis

The clamp on the single-ended converter protects the switch from over-voltage, as shown in Figs. 8(a) and (b) where the voltage across the switch is controlled to a predefined value. Data was also collected to investigate the effect of clamp voltage variation on the efficiency of the circuit. Figs. 10(a) and (b) show the clamp current and voltage, respectively, which are used to calculate the instantaneous switching power loss shown in Fig. 10(c).

In Fig. 10(a), the highest clamp voltage of 385V creates the current that is slowest to fall whereas the lowest clamp voltage produces the quickest fall. In Fig. 10(b), the largest clamp voltage is 385V which produces the highest voltage across the switch and a clamp voltage of 210V produces the smallest voltage.

The results presented in Fig. 10(c) are calculated from the product of the switch voltage and current at a given time instant, for a given clamp voltage. The switching losses increase as clamp voltage is increased. This is due to the increase in current decay time as clamp...
voltage is increased. The area under each plot gives the total switching loss for one transition.

Fig. 10 (c) Switching loss dependence on clamping voltage.

Fig. 11 presents a summary of all losses in the circuit and shows how they are affected by the clamp voltage. The primary side conduction losses are significantly less than those in the secondary side due to there being significantly more current in the secondary and the primary duty ratio being only 15%. The switching loss on the primary side increases by 15 W (or 5% of input power) when the clamp voltage set-point increases from 210 V to 385 V, while the conduction losses show minimal decrease. The switching losses therefore dominate the overall efficiency. The more efficient modes of operation therefore occur at lower clamp voltages.

The losses shown in Fig. 11 however, do not account for the losses within the clamp itself. A lower clamp voltage set-point means a higher current flow through the clamp. This introduces additional losses as the clamp switch will also have switching and conduction losses. Even without this data a comparison can be made.

C. Results Comparison

As the asymmetric half-bridge converter only has a fixed voltage across the coupled inductor to create a fair comparison of its efficiency, Fig. 2, to the voltage clamp single-ended coupled-inductor converter, Fig. 4, the same supply voltage of 150V as used creates a 300V potential difference across the coupled inductor. This then can be fairly compared to a 300V buck clamp voltage. The asymmetric half-bridge main switches (Q1 and Q2) are rated to at least \( V_{in} \), whereas switch ratings of at least \( V_{in} + V_C2 \) are required for the single-ended converter. This advantage of the asymmetric half-bridge was not utilized in these tests as the same devices were used for both to enable a fair comparison of the losses.

As shown in Fig. 12, for a 300V inductor potential difference, the asymmetric half-bridge offers higher efficiencies. The comparison between both converters does not account for the losses in clamp switch Q2. These losses could however become significant at lower clamp voltages due to the increase in clamp current flowing, and if they were included in the comparison the clamp circuit efficiency would be further reduced. The comparison at 300V therefore shows that the asymmetric half-bridge circuit offers better efficiency and lower rated devices.

Fig. 12 also shows that the clamp circuit efficiency is higher for clamp voltages of 210V and 216V. At these lower clamp voltages however it is likely that the clamp losses, which are neglected here, would be proportionally greater due to higher clamp current. Additionally, the comparatively lower rated MOSFET devices that can be deployed in the asymmetrical half-bridge converter offer lower conduction losses. In combination, these two effects suggest that the asymmetrical half-bridge converter will exhibit an efficiency advantage under all operating conditions.

Fig. 11 Summary of switching and conduction losses.
Asymmetrical half-bridge and single-ended voltage clamped, coupled-inductor converter efficiencies versus inductor potential difference.

The asymmetric half-bridge requires no additional control to operate, as the additional switch is controlled by the same gate signal as switch Q1 although an isolated gate driver is required for Q2.

A further benefit of the asymmetric half-bridge is that the four power devices in the bridge only need to be rated at $V_{in}$ whereas in the clamp both switches and additional diodes should be rated above the clamp voltage ($V_{in}+V_{C2}$). The asymmetrical half-bridge coupled-inductor converter utilizes diode clamping to protect the switches and create the required voltage across the coupled inductor.

A desalination plant would be powered by a rectified three-phase AC supply creating a DC supply voltage $V_{in}$ of just under 600V. The asymmetrical half-bridge converter can therefore utilize 800V devices whereas the single-ended converter would require 1200V, or even 1700V, rated devices.

VII. CONCLUSION

A novel asymmetric half-bridge coupled-inductor buck converter circuit was compared with a single-ended coupled-inductor buck converter with a voltage clamp. The results presented show that the asymmetrical half-bridge converter provides an efficient circuit to drive the coupled-inductor buck converter. The leakage energy of the primary winding was managed within the bridge avoiding the need for a snubber circuit. Both switches are rated at just above the input supply voltage. Using the asymmetrical half-bridge to drive a coupled-inductor buck converter requires only one control signal as both switches on the primary side are switched simultaneously.

The single-switch coupled-inductor converter has the benefit of a single switch in the main forward path but needs an additional clamp circuit to control the voltage induced by the leakage inductance of the coupled inductor. This introduces the comparative disadvantage of requiring separate control for the duty cycle of the clamp switch.

Whilst the investigation has shown that lower clamp voltages can offer an efficiency advantage when compared to the asymmetric half-bridge circuit, full consideration of the clamp losses together with the efficiency advantages offered by lower rated MOSFET devices suggest that the asymmetric half-bridge circuit will always exhibit better efficiency. In the desalination application, the high turns ratio between primary and secondary increases the leakage inductance. The asymmetric half-bridge offers the most robust solution and highest efficiency because the leakage energy is recovered, and the switch voltages are clamped to within the voltage rating of the bridge.
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Abstract - In order to achieve sustainable supply combustible development, Morocco is projecting to invest in its first natural gas importing and storage capacity by 2030. This future project should be designed for electric power plants and other sectors using energy. It is not worthy that up today most of the existing power plants in Morocco are depending on coal in their electricity production, this is in contrast with the recent government environmental commitments. Therefore, the aim of this article is to develop a research analysis related to the natural gas future project by introducing the main key aspects of choosing a site location and proposing an optimum routing for pipelines based on mathematic algorithms. It is proved that the port of Jorf Lasfar is a suitable importing terminal choice for Morocco. Afterwards, a pipeline routing will be proposed given the natural gas potential consumers. Thereby, the optimum pipeline routing starting from the importing terminal and linking the furthest consuming point is estimated at 490 Km.

Keywords - Dijkstra Algorithm, Financial preview, Natural gas, Nigeria - Morocco pipeline project, Operational research, Pipeline optimum routing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Facing major energy challenges, Morocco is increasingly orienting its strategic decisions towards reducing the use of polluting energy based on fossil sources. The global economic context presents significant development opportunities of Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) becoming an accessible energy source that is environment friendly and less expensive than other fuel-based or coal-based energies with a more important calorific value [1].

This global context presents a long-term opportunity for Morocco to develop electricity production and heavy industry plants that currently run on other polluting fuels. Therefore, Morocco has set itself the goal of achieving the first LNG import and storage terminal in the Kingdom. The Ministry of Energy, Mines and Sustainable Development has confirmed the future investment, the import terminal should be designed to equip Morocco with the capacity to import, store and supply natural gas to the Gas To Power (GTP) and Gas To Industry (GTI) [2] sectors covered by this program.

Therefore, this article aims to develop a scientific approach for:

- Identification and choice of the importing site through a scoring system based on factual criteria;
- As part of the future Nigeria - Morocco pipeline project, proposal of the optimal routing based on the Dijkstra Algorithm;
- Tentative of a financial preview analysis.

This article deals with a current topic of natural gas development opportunities in Morocco, the analysis conclusion can significantly contribute to a decision making regarding the choice of the new LNG importing terminal location and the pipeline routing. The introduction of natural gas can definitely reduce the use of other polluting energy sources in the kingdom.

II. CHOICE OF LNG IMPORTING SITE LOCATION

For any investment project, the selection of the site location weighs heavily in the investment decision in the importing terminal. Choosing the best site location can significantly impact the profitability of a project and its future development. At the present time, there are three potential site locations choices that can host the LNG import terminal project, these sites are:

- Jorf Lasfar port site
- Kenitra port site « As Is »
- Kenitra new port « To Be »
A benchmark of the three sites is achieved below based on factual criteria. Afterwards, a comparison of the three sites is summarized through a scoring system considering the features of each site location [4].

1. Benchmark of the Potential Site Locations

A. Jorf Lasfar (Location: 33°7'N-8°38'O)

The port of Jorf Lasfar was built in 1975 to basically export raw phosphate produced by the Cherifian Office of Phosphate (OCP) industrial group. The development of the industrial area has contributed to the development of the port and gradually supply the petrochemical companies as well. In 2011, an extension of the port was carried out to ensure the reception of oil tankers and phosphatic products.

The port of Jorf Lasfar is served via the A1 highway and the regional road R306, as well as the national road N1 from El Jadida and from Safi via R316. A freight railroad line is also connected to the port. Jorf Lasfar is considered one of the most important ports in Morocco, its capacity is expanding to handle more traffic in the future. The evolution of the ports traffic is represented in Figure 1.

![Jorf Lasfar Annual traffic in Tonnes](image)

Fig. 1 Jorf Lasfar port traffic evolution [3].

Figure 1 shows that the port ensures the reception of oil tankers and phosphatic products up to 30 000 000 tonnes in 2017.

As for the Jorf Lasfar port connectivity, the researchers present in Figure 2 a full description of the existing facilities.

The design of Jorf Lasfar port and the diversity of products crossing through have enhanced this port expertise in the reception of large cargoes. This site has several more advantages, including:

- Access to the sea with a minimum water depth of 12 m at low tide for large transport vessels;
- Appropriate surface conditions for the development and extension installation that can accommodate other products;
- Proximity from power plants Jorf Lasfar Energy Company (JLEC) unit 1-2, unit 3-4 and unit 5-6 and OCP power plants;
- Possibility of installing the required LNG landing dock near the actual terminal site;
- Reasonable distance to install the LNG transfer lines from the unloading dock to the LNG storage tanks.
B. Kenitra “As Is” (Location: 34°16’N-006°41’O)

The port of Kenitra was built in 1912 for political and commercial reasons by the French protectorate in order to neutralize the competitive attraction of the port of Tangier. In 1996, the National Ports Agency (NPA) carried out development works to increase the river’s hydraulic power and allow larger ships to access the wharves.

The evolution of traffic is represented in Figure 3. As for the Kenitra port connectivity, the researchers present in Figure 4 a full description from the NPA official newsletter.

The current port has several limitations due to the crossing of Oued Sebbou river, the removal of the port of Kenitra to a new site nearby is being considered by the government. The new location will be the region of Oulad Bel Assal, at 24 km from Oued Sebou.

C. Kenitra “As Is” (Location: 34°16’N-006°41’O)

This new location of the port should bring the answers to the current limits of the Kenitra port by moving it to another location that remains nearby at 24 km at the north, and is even more accessible. This new port has the following advantages:

- Availability of land required for the construction of the new port (approximately 2000 Ha).
- Being located far away from the urban areas, this new location guarantees therefore the possibility of future extension.

Figure 5 shows the preliminary shaping of this port.

The vocation of this new port is currently commercial as it will support the development of Kenitra city in terms of automotive industry for export as well as the reduction of traffic at Casablanca port that is already saturated.

The disadvantage remains relative to the investment required for this new port, estimated at 5 billion MAD [6]. This investment will be added to the investment required for the construction of the LNG import terminal and pipeline routing estimated at 45 billion MAD [7].
2. Site Selection Criteria

Referring to feedback from other similar LNG logistics platform projects [8], below are the main factors determining the choice of the appropriate import terminal location:

- Proximity of end use points and LNG future consumption sites;
- Proximity of the new pipeline project coming from Nigeria;
- Easy access and departure for LNG cargos,
- Distance from population areas;
- Conformity and extent of the land (available area, soil quality, geographical and topographical features, existence of groundwater tables);
- Ability to accommodate a future extension;
- Weather conditions;
- Exposure to natural hazards (earthquakes, plate tectonics, high tidal risk or potential tsunami hazards);
- Sensitivity of the surrounding environment (to be confirmed via environmental impact studies);

By using a scoring system from 1 to 5 for each criterion, the table below shows the comparison analysis between Kenitra port “As is”, North Atlantic Kenitra Port (NAKP) “To Be” and Jorf Lasfar location. The ratings being:

1- Not Filled
2- Partially Filled
3- Half Filled
4- Satisfactory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jorf Lasfar</th>
<th>Kenitra “As Is”</th>
<th>NAKP “To Be”</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Proximity of end use points and LNG consumption sites | 3 | 4 | 4 | - The main consumption points are located in North West Morocco  
- The significant industrial areas remain half path between different ports. |
| Proximity of the new pipeline project coming from Nigeria | 5 | 4 | 4 | The situation of the port of Jorf Lasfar further south allows more proximity of connection with the future pipeline connecting Nigeria to Morocco. |
| Easy access and departure for LNG cargos | 5 | 1 | 4 | - The present port “As Is” of Kenitra has a difficult access for large boats, because of the passage by a parcel of Sebou river, additional investments are needed for site redevelopment.  
- The ease of access to the NAKP port is to be confirmed |
| Security distance available away from population areas | 5 | 1 | 5 | - The Jorf Lasfar area is classified an industrial area to be and located outside the urban perimeter.  
- Same as for the NAKP port “To Be” |
| Conformity and extent of the land | 5 | 2 | 5 | - Only the port of Kenitra “As Is” is limited in terms of possibility of extension. |
| Ability to accommodate a future extension | 2 | 1 | 5 | - Availability of land in NAKP port “To Be” is estimated at 2000 Ha. |
| Weather conditions | 5 | 5 | 5 | The weather is favorable in all locations. |
| Exposure to natural hazards | 4 | 5 | 4 | Unlikely risk, close exposure level for all location. |
| New investments necessary to accommodate the port site | 5 | 4 | 1 | - The new NAKP port “To Be” is in its study phase, the planned investment is 5 billion MAD.  
- Kenitra port “As Is” requires investment to allow LNG cargoes to pass through.  
- Only the port of Jorf Lasfar is currently adapted and ready to receive an import terminal. |

Jorf Lasfar port and NAKP “To Be” locations have the best yet close final scoring.

Figure 6 represents the comparison result between the three possible locations.
In general, since it is difficult to meet all the optimal conditions on a single location, some requirements can be reached by making changes on site at a relatively acceptable cost, the feedback from several similar projects indicates that the key variable that is likely to be discriminatory is the depth of the maritime jetty: if the depth of the water is not sufficient, the cost of carrying out development work increases and several technical constraints of reception process will be considered. After careful considerations, the Jorf Lasfar location and the NKAP “To Be” seem both to be suitable locations for the future LNG terminal. These two locations have more many advantages when compared to Kenitra “As Is” location. However, Jorf Lasfar location, being already an existing operating port, and the NPKA “To Be” being a future port requiring an important construction budget, it is more cautious to select the Jorf Lasfar location if no further new data are revealed in the future.

The Jorf Lasfar site presents the favorable geographic location and it the best location that meets the selection criteria. It represents the least expensive site in terms of new redevelopment investments and represents fewer uncertainties in terms of costs and deadlines. This port will have the capacity to meet the national LNG import need for seizing future development opportunities.

III. PIPELINE OPTIMUM ROUTING

1. LNG Future Consumers

The import terminal project is intended to meet the needs of the country regarding LNG energy needed for the GTP and GTI programs. The investment in pipeline routing is equally important as the investment in the terminal construction itself.

It’s clear that finding the optimum pipeline routing shall improve the profitability of this investment project. The first step is to find out the different consuming points and their locations, then classify the planned connection points for the pipeline as follows.

A. Electricity power plants

The power plants concerned, also called Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT), will have a percentage of electricity to be produced from natural gas. In order to do so, investments are planned to adapt the existing production facilities.

The power plants concerned are listed below [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power plant name</th>
<th>City/Region</th>
<th>Capacity in MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCGT Kenitra</td>
<td>Kenitra</td>
<td>450 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCGT Mohammedia</td>
<td>Mohammedia</td>
<td>450 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL Wahda</td>
<td>Sidi Kacem city</td>
<td>2 x 600 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhar Doum</td>
<td>120 km south to</td>
<td>2 x 600 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oued Al Makhazine</td>
<td>100 km south to</td>
<td>2 x 600 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahhadart</td>
<td>Tahhadart Region</td>
<td>MW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Industrial areas and natural gas discovered basins

The pipeline routing should be able to cross a large industrial area, known to be host to many energy consuming industries, such as the ceramics industry and other heavy industries located in Casablanca – Settat Industrial area.

On the other hand, there are two natural gas discovered basins: the underground basin of Sidi Yahya Lgharb and the underground basin of Tendrara. It’s preferable that the natural gas pipeline shall be able to cross the discovered natural gas basins.

C. Existing and future LNG pipelines

The pipeline routing should be able to cross a large industrial area, known to be host to many energy consuming industries, such as the ceramics industry and other heavy industries located in Casablanca – Settat Industrial area.

Fig. 6 Final scoring of each potential site choice.
• Existing Gazoduc Maghreb Europe (GME) pipeline: It is the Maghreb Europe Pipeline, which starts from Algeria, goes through northern Morocco, crosses the Gibraltar and joins Spain. Its diameter is 48 inches, its total length is 1300 km, including 45 km offshore and 540 km onshore on Moroccan soil.

• Future Nigeria - Morocco pipeline: This megaproject is part of a development policy in Africa, a cooperation agreement was signed between Nigeria and Morocco in December 2016. Currently, the study of this project is in FEED (Front END and Engineering Design) phase [10]. For several economic and political reasons, the routing of the pipeline will be operated on a combined onshore / offshore routing, the estimated length of the pipeline will be about 5.700 km. It should be noted that investment estimates are still being revised by engineering studies. The pipeline routing can be settled after signing and negotiating access rights. Currently, this pipeline will serve many countries such as Benin, Togo, Ghana, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Gambia, Senegal and Mauritania before arriving to Morocco.

In summary, the optimal pipeline routing shall be carefully designed to best meet consumption expectations, this pipeline must meet the following requirements:

• Being carried out in the continuity of the pipeline from Nigeria, this pipeline will arrive to Morocco through several countries in northwestern Africa and passing through Senegal.
• Powering the combined cycle power plants concerned by the GTP investment plan.
• Meeting the GTI need via a passage through the most important industrial area.
• The pipeline routing should take the shortest possible distance.
• The Optimum routing shall confirm the best choice of the new importing terminal.

This is an optimization problematic of the pipeline routing. The researchers present their input data and working assumptions in the form of a short-run operational search problem, Dijkstra algorithm is suitable to solve it.

2. Dijkstra Algorithm

Dijkstra algorithm [11] is known to be one of the most effective operational search algorithms for tracing the shortest path between multiple two distant starting and arriving points, including many intermediary possible stops and constraints. Also called graph theory, this algorithm was invented by the Dutch researcher Edsger Dijkstra in 1959. Among the most common applications of this algorithm are the telecommunications networks and the supply chain traffic.

The principle is to express the problem in the form of a graph with nodes that symbolize the intermediate stopping points, the edges symbolize the path in km between two successive nodes.

We note the graph \( G = \{ N ; U_{ij} \} \)

We classify the nodes into 5 categories as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Nodes classification.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Departure node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha ) Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediary node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta ) Senegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible locations for LNG terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X ) Jorf Lasfar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y ) NAKP &quot;To Be&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power stations crossing points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A ) Mohammedia Power Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B ) Kenitra Power Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C ) Al Wahda Power Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D ) Dhar Doum Power Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E ) Oued Al Makhazine Power Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F ) Tahhadart Power Station</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 Planned pipeline routing, from the official website Lesinfos.ma.
Other crossing points

| A | Casablanca – Settat Industrial Zone |
| B | Underground basin of Sidi Yahya Lgharb |
| C | Gazoduc Maghreb Europe |
| D | Underground basin of TENDRARA |

Therefore, our Dijkstra graph is composed of 14 nodes:

$$ N = \{ \alpha; \beta; X; Y; A; B; C; D; E; F; a; b; c; d \} $$

The researchers consider the following assumptions:

- The pipeline routing from the import terminal should be linked with the pipeline coming from Nigeria.
- The graph will contain two possible nodes for the import terminal, the algorithm will define the most ideal location to respect the shortest pipeline path.
- In terms of LNG consumption points, only CCGT power plants included in the GTP investment program are considered the most important crossing points.
- The underground natural gas basins are optional crossing points since the main natural gas resource will be imported by the future LNG terminal.

The distances are calculated between the nodes based on the Global Positioning System (GPS) geolocation on the map. The indicated distances do not consider some potential disturbance factors such as soil surveys, driving constraints or natural obstacles that may arise to deflect the proposed routing.

The problematic is represented in a graphic form in Figure 8, the nodes represent the potential crossing points of passage of LNG consumption, they are connected by arcs with the distance in km between the nodes.

Fig. 8 Dijkstra graphic representation.

$$ U(i; j) \text{ is the distance of the arc from } i \text{ to } j. $$

Starting from the top node $\alpha$, $D[i]$ the distance of the shortest path found at a given step.

$E$ is the set of nodes of passage composing the shortest definitive path. At first, $E$ contains only the first node $\alpha$, in each step, the next node is added to $E$ and the distance $D[i]$ is updated.

Therefore, our Dijkstra algorithm can be expressed by the following function:

$$ E = \{ \alpha \} $$

For each node $\not= \alpha$, the researchers consider the following:

$$ D[i] = U[\alpha; i] $$
The researchers consider \( t \in E \) if \( D[t] \) the minimum possible distance, then \( E_t = E \cup \{t\} \).

For each:

\[
i = [\beta; X; Y; A; B; C; D; E; F; \alpha; b; c; d]
\]

\( i \) is successor passage node to \( t \) if:

\[
[D(t) + U(t; i)] < D(i)
\]

Then, (3) \( D(i) = D(t) + U(t; i) \) and \( i \in E \)

If not \( i \notin E \)

Therefore, the representation of the Dijkstra algorithm is as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
\text{STEP} & \alpha & \beta & X & Y \\
1 & 0 & 4000\alpha & & & \\
2 & \beta & 4000\beta & 4600\beta & 6700\beta & \\
3 & \beta & \beta & 4600\beta & & \\
4 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
5 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
6 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
7 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
8 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
9 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
10 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
11 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
12 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
13 & \beta & \beta & \beta & & \\
\end{array}
\]

The interpretation of the result is done by following the step numbers and the nodes in bold and corresponding distances indicate the optimum routing.

Table 4. Optimum routing steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( D(t) )</th>
<th>( E )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( {\alpha} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>( {\alpha; \beta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( X )</td>
<td>6400</td>
<td>( {\alpha; \beta; X} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>6515</td>
<td>( {\alpha; \beta; X; a} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>6630</td>
<td>( {\alpha; \beta; X; a; B} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>6660</td>
<td>( {\alpha; \beta; X; a; b} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>6720</td>
<td>( {\alpha; \beta; X; a; b; C} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>6790</td>
<td>( {\alpha; \beta; X; a; b; b; C} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>( E )</td>
<td>6860</td>
<td>( {\alpha; \beta; X; a; b; b; C; D} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>( F )</td>
<td>6890</td>
<td>( {\alpha; \beta; X; a; b; b; C; D; E} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The optimum distance from point \( \alpha \) (Nigeria) to point \( F \) (Tahhadart power station) is 6 890 km.

Given the 6 400 km between Nigeria and Jorf Lasfar, the shortest distance from Jorf Lasfar to power station Tahhadart is 6 890 km – 6 400 km = 490 km.
The optimal routing given by Dijkstra algorithm goes through the following nodes marked in orange in Figure 9.

3. Results Interpretation

The optimum routing can be described as follows:

Table 5. Optimum routing description part 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departure</th>
<th>Power Station 1</th>
<th>Power Station 2</th>
<th>Power Station 3</th>
<th>Power Station 4</th>
<th>Power Station 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α Nigeria</td>
<td>β Senegal</td>
<td>a Settat - Casablanca</td>
<td>b Sidi Yahya Lgharb basin</td>
<td>c Al wahda power station</td>
<td>d Tendrara basin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000 km</td>
<td>2400 km</td>
<td>115 km</td>
<td>60 km</td>
<td>70 km</td>
<td>5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG terminal X Jorf Lasfar Location</td>
<td>Industrial area a</td>
<td>Power station 2 B</td>
<td>Underground basin 1 b</td>
<td>Power station 3 D</td>
<td>Power station 4 E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115 km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A complementary routing can also be proposed to link the pipeline project with the existent GME pipeline, and then arrive to Tendrara Underground basin. Therefore, this complementary routing will be as follows:

Table 6. Optimum routing description part 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power station 3 D Ghar doum 5 km</th>
<th>GME gazoduc c Gazoduc Maghreb Europe 110 km</th>
<th>Underground basin 2 d Tendrara basin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

This study aims to achieve two main objectives; the first is to confirm the ideal location for LNG importation terminal and the second is to propose the shortest pipeline routing between the departure point α representing Nigeria and the arrival point F representing the Tahhadart power station.

The optimal routing is shown on the following map:

Using Dijkstra algorithm, the Jorf Lasfar site is also suggested to be a suitable choice location for the future import terminal port.

Starting the Jorf Lasfar port, the crossing points are: 5 power stations, 2 underground basins and 1 industrial area.

IV. FINANCIAL EVALUATION PREVIEW

After defining the pipeline shortest routing, the cost for the future pipeline is hard to evaluate given the available data at this moment. The cost of the pipeline can weigh heavily in the amount of the project investment, its cost depends on several unknown parameters such as the type and the diameter of the pipeline, the cost of the steel, the width of the pipeline, the nature of the environment and the depth of its passage.

The investment reference announced for 5660 km of the Nigeria - Morocco pipeline project is estimated at 20 to 50 billion dollars [11]. Therefore, considering the same pipeline characteristics for 490 km portion of pipeline proposed routing, the investment can be estimated at 1.8 to 4.5 billion dollars. This investment shall cover all the performances bellow:

- Engineering studies
- Execution study (works, cathodic protection ...)
- Civil engineering work
- Pipeline works
- Installation work of compression stations
- Piping and connection work
• Cathodic protection installation work
• Leak detection system installation work
• Pre-commissioning
• Commissioning

It's difficult to go any further in the rentability study since the international natural gas market is made up of different regional markets, making it difficult to talk about regular prices. Figure 11 can demonstrate the extreme volatility in natural gas prices.

![Gas prices volatility](image.png)

**Fig. 11 Gas prices volatility from the International Monetary Fund official newsletter.**

The correlation between the price of oil and LNG is difficult to establish as these two markets are distinct. All LNG supply contracts are governed by a start date and an expiration date. During this period, the contract specifies the quantities supplied as well as the upper and lower tolerated variation limits.

In general, the main components of the price of natural gas are:

- The gas wellhead price
- The sea freight, and
- The cost of transportation along a distance

Price is governed by the strength of supply and demand, which can lead to price fluctuations as the market loses or regains its balance. To reduce its exposure to price volatility, significant storage capacity would be required to import and store the gas when prices are low often in summer when demand is lower. Many buyers also use financial assurance systems, such as hedging.

The rentability study of this project can be another interesting aspect to develop when more financial and contractual data about the project are revealed.

**V. CONCLUSION**

The Kingdom of Morocco has shown a growing preference for LNG to assure energy efficiency.

Given the significant international changes in energy supply and environmental protection, the new national energy strategy is progressively ensuring its procurement of natural gas while driving the energy transition with pragmatism and anticipation. In this context, this article developed two aspects of this program:

- The choice of site location for the LNG import, storage and regasification terminal
- The shortest path for distribution and connection pipeline using the Dijkstra algorithm

The pipeline routing is an important part of the LNG project in terms of necessary investment. This routing should adapt to many constraints of passage and come in continuity of the pipeline connecting Nigeria to Morocco.

The port of Jorf Lasfar is a suitable importing terminal choice. The pipeline perimeter supported by the national LNG project is identified between the import terminal and the furthest point of consumption, the pipeline routing starting from Jorf Lasfar terminal and linking the consumption points is estimated at 490 km.

The environmental qualities of natural gas largely justify the conduction of this project. With its high hydrogen content, gas combustion is considered perfect and does not produce heavy unburnt harmful particles for environment or health. Given the tax incentives and government conventions planned in Morocco to encourage the use of natural gas, the profitability of this investment is guaranteed on a long term.
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